Is virtual bronchoscopy useful for physicians practising in a district general hospital?
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Background: Virtual bronchoscopy software is now available to district general hospitals (DGHs). There is limited information on the clinical utility of virtual bronchoscopy and whether it offers any additional information over conventional axial computed tomography in the setting of a busy DGH chest unit.

Methods: Virtual bronchoscopy and computed tomography findings were compared in all patients who had a virtual bronchoscopy study over a 12 month period.

Results: Eighteen consecutive patients had virtual bronchoscopy for a specific clinical indication over the study period. Additional information was conveyed by virtual bronchoscopy in five patients (in four patients the airways distal to an obstruction were better visualised thereby influencing decisions about airway stenting and in one patient the virtual bronchoscopy study showed an endobronchial lesion missed on computed tomography). In nine patients who were unfit for fibreoptic bronchoscopy (FOB) the radiologist was more confident in excluding an obstructive airway lesion. The main indication for performing a virtual bronchoscopy study was to rule out an obstructive airway lesion in patients who were unfit for FOB (n = 11).

Conclusion: Virtual bronchoscopy is feasible and useful in the management of a few selected patients in a DGH chest unit. Virtual bronchoscopy may convey additional information over computed tomography when the distal airways need to be visualised and for discrete endoluminal lesions.

Patients and Methods

We reviewed the virtual bronchoscopy, computed tomography, and FOB findings in 18 consecutive patients (12 males and six females, age range 25–88 years), who had a virtual bronchoscopy study performed over a 12 month period. Virtual bronchoscopy studies were requested at the discretion of chest physicians whenever they thought that it might be helpful for patient management. Subjects referred to as "unfit for FOB" were those with hypoxia (oxygen tension of between 5.5 to 7.8 kPa in room air) or low blood pressure (systolic blood pressure <90 mm Hg).

Computed tomography images were acquired using an IGE HiSpeed LXI scanner (120 kV, 200–220 mA, 5 mm collimation, reconstruction interval of 2.5 mm, pitch of 1.5–2.0, and after 100 ml intravenous contrast). The acquisition time was 20–22 seconds. To obtain good quality virtual bronchoscopy and multiplanar reconstructions a limited area of the tracheobronchial tree was also scanned to cover the trachea, carina, and main bronchi. This was done at a finer collimation and higher pitch, thereby giving a shorter acquisition time. For endobronchial views the scanned images were then transferred to a GE Advantage Windows Workstation (Navigator, GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI). This view also indicates the tip of the "endoscope" (fig 1), which could be rotated in any direction as it was advanced down the bronchial tree. Two radiologists reported the images without any prior knowledge of the bronchoscopic findings of the patient. The chest physician, however, had access to the virtual bronchoscopy findings if the patient later underwent FOB. Ethical approval was obtained from the Waltham Forest and Redbridge Ethics Committee.

Data were recorded regarding indication for virtual bronchoscopy, timing relative to FOB, and information acquired from virtual bronchoscopy compared with computed...
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RESULTS
Eighteen consecutive patients underwent virtual bronchoscopy over a 12 month period. In comparison 321 FOBs were performed in our hospital during the same period. The virtual bronchoscopy study was adequate in all patients but one patient had some breathing artefact. Virtual bronchoscopy was performed before FOB in patients unfit for the procedure; the time between virtual bronchoscopy and FOB in these patients was between one and 20 days except in one patient where it was eight weeks. Patients who underwent FOB before virtual bronchoscopy were mainly those who had a diagnosis of lung cancer that had been made bronchoscopically some months before. In these cases virtual bronchoscopy was used to determine whether obstructive lesions had become more advanced or to assess the patency of distal airways. On this basis, virtual bronchoscopy was performed before FOB in five patients, after FOB in seven patients (one patient had a rigid bronchoscopy and one patient had fibreoptic laryngoscopy) and FOB was not done in six patients.

Additional information was conveyed by virtual bronchoscopy in five patients (in four patients the airways distal to an obstruction were better visualised thereby influencing decisions about airway stenting, and in one patient the virtual bronchoscopy study showed an endobronchial lesion missed on computed tomography). In nine patients with or without known malignancy who were unfit for FOB the radiologist was more confident in excluding an obstructive airway lesion. In three of these patients the normal virtual bronchoscopy findings obviated later FOB.

In the 12 patients who had FOB and virtual bronchoscopy, the findings concurred in all patients (both studies were normal in five patients and virtual bronchoscopy detected stenosis in all seven patients where it was demonstrated on FOB). In one patient however, although virtual bronchoscopy showed the left main bronchial stenosis, it did not demonstrate 2 mm mucosal nodules in the right main bronchus. The main advantage of FOB was the ability to make a histological diagnosis in five patients.

The three main indications for performing a virtual bronchoscopy study were: (1) patients unfit for FOB where an obstructive airway lesion needed to be excluded (n = 7), (2) to rule out an obstructive lesion in patients with known lung cancer who were unfit for FOB (n = 4), and (3) for evaluation of airways patency distal to an endobronchial obstruction (n = 2). Other situations in which virtual bronchoscopy was found to be useful in our study included evaluation of the larynx after trauma, evaluation of a smoker with haemoptysis and warfarin toxicity, airway evaluation in cavitatory disease, and in patients with poorly tolerated FOB where certain parts of the central airways were not adequately visualised. Described below, are some brief case histories illustrating the usefulness of virtual bronchoscopy in specific clinical situations.
(1) Exclusion of airway obstruction in patients unfit for FOB
Patient A (an 82 year old man) had a right upper lobe pneumonia on computed tomography and was unfit for FOB. Virtual bronchoscopy showed a polypoid lesion in the right upper lobe bronchus (fig 2A and 2B), which was not initially seen on axial computed tomography (fig 2C). Later FOB confirmed a carcinoid tumour (fig 3).

Patient B had a previous tracheal polypectomy and presented with acute onset of dyspnoea which would have necessitated an urgent rigid bronchoscopy. The three dimensional virtual bronchoscopy confidently excluded an endoluminal lesion. Later FOB was normal.

(2) Patients with known lung cancer unfit for FOB
Patient C who was diagnosed eight months previously with lung cancer, presented to hospital with dyspnoea and was unfit for FOB. Virtual bronchoscopy clearly delineated an airway obstruction and a multiplanar reconstruction confirmed a mainly endobronchial tumour. The patient was referred for laser resection.

(3) Patency of distal airways
Patient D was investigated for left lower lobe collapse. FOB showed a slit-like left mainstem bronchus and histological examination of bronchial mucosa revealed a squamous carcinoma. A virtual bronchoscopy study was undertaken to evaluate airways distal to the obstructive lesion to assist with decision making regarding tertiary referral. While computed tomography showed a mass compressing the left main bronchus, virtual bronchoscopy clearly showed patent distal airways and a stent was inserted.

DISCUSSION
A review of our experience with virtual bronchoscopy in a busy DGH chest unit indicates that it is useful for the clinical management of selected patients by providing additional information when compared with computed tomography. We also found a good correlation between virtual bronchoscopy and FOB findings as others have previously reported. However these studies focused on determining the sensitivity and concordance of virtual bronchoscopy with respect to a specific bronchoscopic diagnosis. Instead our study examined how virtual bronchoscopy was actually being used in a clinical context. The main advantage of virtual bronchoscopy in a clinical setting was to provide a diagnostic tool for airway evaluation in patients who were not suitable for FOB on presentation to hospital. Unlike previous studies, we found virtual bronchoscopy particularly helpful in patients with known lung cancer who were unfit for FOB. This group often poses a difficult management problem for clinicians and we found virtual bronchoscopy valuable to assess the presence and degree of airway obstruction. An additional advantage of virtual bronchoscopy reconstruction software over FOB in this context, is the ability to determine the length of and see beyond a stenosis. This may be helpful in decisions regarding palliative tertiary care referral for stenting or laser resection. We also found virtual bronchoscopy to be clinically useful in evaluating patients with suspected laryngotracheal pathology where FOB may be hazardous or initially unfeasible.

Our report highlights the major shortcomings of virtual bronchoscopy when used in a clinical setting. We have shown that virtual bronchoscopy may miss mucosal or infiltrative changes; this was previously reported by Fleiter and colleagues who found that high grade stenoses were easily visualised but discrete infiltrative changes were missed or underestimated in 25% of patients. The other limitation of virtual bronchoscopy is the inability to obtain a histological diagnosis. Therefore virtual bronchoscopy cannot replace FOB in a clinical setting and as such it is unlikely to shorten FOB waiting times in DGHs.

The suboptimal images obtained in one patient due to respiratory movements demonstrate that virtual bronchoscopy may cause false negative examinations because of breathing artefacts or mucus in the airways. Although many figures.
of our patients were hypoxic, we were able to minimise the effects of breathing movements by keeping acquisition times to about 12–15 seconds by increasing the pitch to 2–2.5 and up to 3 in one or two patients. To get better image quality we also used finer collimation and reconstruction intervals over a limited area. We did, however, do an initial complete examination of the whole chest using 5 mm collimation.

Although the small number of patients and selection bias of the attending physicians are limitations of this study, we have shown that virtual bronchoscopy is feasible and useful for the imaging of selected patients in the setting of a DGH. Virtual bronchoscopy is particularly useful to study the central airways if FOB is not possible and as an aid to stenting as airways distal to an endobronchial obstruction may be better visualised. We would like to emphasise that virtual bronchoscopy has a limited role in a few highly selected patients for the indications described above. Whether this provides any tangible benefit for patients and its predictive value over computed tomography in a specific clinical context requires further study, and is the subject of a prospective ongoing trial at our institution.
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